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1 Abstract
In an article recently accepted for publication in the IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Sys-
tems [1], we investigate the problem of specifying interference protection criteria for a radar sharing spectrum
with wireless communications. In that paper, we first propose a statistical model for wireless communica-
tions interference based on existing interference and clutter models and supported by original simulations.
Then we model the statistical effects of such interference on the detection performance of a cell-averaging
adaptive-threshold radar detector. While the IEEE paper summarizes the statistical results and plots some
representative figures, many additional calculations were computed than could be presented in an IEEE
paper. Therefore, this technical report publishes the complete set of statistical results computed, for the
interested reader’s reference.
2 Introduction
Recent changes in U.S. policy call for radar and wireless communications systems to operate successfully
in shared frequency allocations. In the past several years, researchers have suggested several technological
approaches to achieve this kind of radar-communications spectrum sharing, and these range from innovative
transmission scheduling to waveform design to receiver processing.
Within the former category of approaches (transmission scheduling), many have proposed a primary-
secondary framework in which the radar (or communications) systems have primary and unlimited access
to a given spectrum band, while the communications (or radar) systems have secondary access, on the
condition that they do not interfere with the primary users too much. In such a framework, one must
define carefully what types and levels of secondary-to-primary interference are, and are not, permissible.
Specification of these interference protection criteria should ensure that the secondary users’ transmissions
do not unacceptably degrade the performance of the primary users’ receivers.
In [1], we investigate the problem of specifying appropriate interference protection criteria for a radar
operating as a primary user in a frequency band shared with wireless communications transmitters as sec-
ondary users. First, we propose a statistical model for communications interference based on existing models
and original simulations, and we find support for both Gaussian and non-Gaussian models, depending on the
application. This approach contrasts with other research on this topic which simply assumes a Gaussian in-
terference model. Then we assess the impact of communications interference on radar detection. Our results
suggest that when interference is not well modeled as white Gaussian noise, mean interference-to-noise ratio
(INR) is not sufficient to characterize interference effects on radar, and additional interference characteristics
such as kurtosis/impulsiveness and coherence time can significantly impact radar performance. We also find
degradation in radar performance in relatively low-INR Gaussian interference (e.g. about −6 to −2 dB mean
INR at the output of the matched filter).
This report publishes the complete set of statistical results computed for the research in [1], of which only
a small subset is illustrated in that paper. Section 3 summarizes the mathematical model used to compute
the plots, and Sections 4–5 present the statistical results.
2
3 Mathematical model
The plots in this report are based on the following mathematical model. The output of the radar matched




iΘI +Nnoise, under H0,
ASe
iΘS +AIe
iΘI +Nnoise, under H1
(1)
where AS ∈ R is a deterministic, unknown signal amplitude, ΘS ∈ R is a random signal phase uniformly
distributed over [0, 2pi), AI ∈ R is a random interference amplitude modeled by the pdf (2) (below), ΘI ∈ R is
a random interference phase uniformly distributed over [0, 2pi), and Nnoise ∈ C is a random, complex-valued
noise term distributed as a circular Gaussian random variable with variance σ2. In (1), the quantity AI is
modeled by the following probability density function (pdf):












where p ∈ [0, 1] and α ∈ [0,∞) are shape parameters, λ ∈ [0,∞) is a scale parameter, δ(x) is the Dirac delta
function, Γ(x) is the complete Gamma function, and Kν(x) is a modified Bessel function of the second kind.

















1, |x| > T,
0, |x| ≤ T, (5)
where T is a fixed threshold. The second decision rule is a cell-averaging adaptive-threshold test:
φ(x) =
{
1, |x|2 > τ 1N
∑N
n=1 |Yn|2,




where Y1, . . . , YN are the matched filter outputs from N neighboring resolution cells, and τ is a threshold
scaling parameter related to the probability of false alarm. The matched filter outputs Y1, . . . , YN are modeled
in the same manner as X in (1), except that they are assumed to have H0 always in effect.
Across the N+1 matched filter outputs X,Y1, . . . , YN , the components Nnoise appearing in each resolution
cell are assumed to be mutually statistically independent. The components AI in the N + 1 matched filter
outputs X,Y1, . . . , YN could have arbitrary statistical correlation, but for the sake of analytical tractability we
examine the two extreme cases: (i) The “fast interference” extreme case assumes that the AI components
of X,Y1, . . . , YN are mutually statistically independent (i.i.d.); (ii) The “slow interference” extreme case
assumes that the AI components of X,Y1, . . . , YN are equal to a single random variable.
The equations for the probability of false alarm PFA = E[φ(X)|H0] and the probability of detection
PD = E[φ(X)|H1] are derived in the paper, and they are plotted below for various combinations of decision
rule (fixed-threshold or adaptive-threshold), interference coherence time (“fast” or “slow”), SNR, INR, and
shape parameters p and α in (2).
3
4 Effects of non-Gaussian interference on the radar detection per-
formance
4.1 Fixed-threshold test with impulsive interference (p < 1)
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Figure 1: ROCs for fixed-threshold test with impulsive interference (INR = -10 dB; SNR = 0, 5, 10, 15 dB)
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Figure 2: ROCs for fixed-threshold test with impulsive interference (INR = -5 dB; SNR = 0, 5, 10, 15 dB)
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Figure 3: ROCs for fixed-threshold test with impulsive interference (INR = 0 dB; SNR = 0, 5, 10, 15 dB)
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Figure 4: ROCs for fixed-threshold test with impulsive interference (INR = 5 dB; SNR = 0, 5, 10, 15 dB)
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4.2 Fixed-threshold test with heavy-tailed interference (α <∞)
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Figure 5: ROCs for fixed-threshold test with heavy-tailed interference (INR = -10 dB; SNR = 0, 5, 10, 15
dB)
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Figure 6: ROCs for fixed-threshold test with heavy-tailed interference (INR = -5 dB; SNR = 0, 5, 10, 15
dB)
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Figure 7: ROCs for fixed-threshold test with heavy-tailed interference (INR = 0 dB; SNR = 0, 5, 10, 15 dB)
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Figure 8: ROCs for fixed-threshold test with heavy-tailed interference (INR = 5 dB; SNR = 0, 5, 10, 15 dB)
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4.3 Cell-averaging adaptive-threshold test with “fast,” impulsive interference
(p < 1)
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Figure 9: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “fast,” impulsive interference (INR = -10 dB; SNR = 0, 5,
10, 15 dB)
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Figure 10: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “fast,” impulsive interference (INR = -5 dB; SNR = 0, 5,
10, 15 dB)
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Figure 11: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “fast,” impulsive interference (INR = 0 dB; SNR = 0, 5,
10, 15 dB)
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Figure 12: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “fast,” impulsive interference (INR = 5 dB; SNR = 0, 5,
10, 15 dB)
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4.4 Cell-averaging adaptive-threshold test with “fast,” heavy-tailed interfer-
ence (α <∞)
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Figure 13: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “fast,” heavy-tailed interference (INR = -10 dB; SNR =
0, 5, 10, 15 dB)
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Figure 14: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “fast,” heavy-tailed interference (INR = -5 dB; SNR =
0, 5, 10, 15 dB)
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Figure 15: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “fast,” heavy-tailed interference (INR = 0 dB; SNR = 0,
5, 10, 15 dB)
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Figure 16: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “fast,” heavy-tailed interference (INR = 5 dB; SNR = 0,
5, 10, 15 dB)
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4.5 Cell-averaging adaptive-threshold test with “slow,” impulsive interference
(p < 1)
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Figure 17: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “slow,” impulsive interference (INR = -10 dB; SNR = 0,
5, 10, 15 dB)
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Figure 18: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “slow,” impulsive interference (INR = -5 dB; SNR = 0,
5, 10, 15 dB)
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Figure 19: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “slow,” impulsive interference (INR = 0 dB; SNR = 0, 5,
10, 15 dB)
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Receiver operating characteristic 
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Figure 20: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “slow,” impulsive interference (INR = 5 dB; SNR = 0, 5,
10, 15 dB)
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4.6 Cell-averaging adaptive-threshold test with “slow,” heavy-tailed interfer-
ence (α <∞)
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Figure 21: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “slow,” heavy-tailed interference (INR = -10 dB; SNR =
0, 5, 10, 15 dB)
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Figure 22: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “slow,” heavy-tailed interference (INR = -5 dB; SNR =
0, 5, 10, 15 dB)
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Receiver operating characteristic 
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Receiver operating characteristic 
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Figure 23: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “slow,” heavy-tailed interference (INR = 0 dB; SNR =
0, 5, 10, 15 dB)
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Figure 24: ROCs for cell-averaging processor with “slow,” heavy-tailed interference (INR = 5 dB; SNR =
0, 5, 10, 15 dB)
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5 Effects of interference-to-noise ratio (INR) on the radar detec-
tion performance
5.1 Fixed-threshold test with Gaussian interference (p = 1, α→∞)
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Fixed threshold test 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Fixed threshold test 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
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Figure 25: PD and PFA versus INR for fixed-threshold test (SNR = 5, 10, 15, 20 dB, baseline PFA = 10
−4)
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Fixed threshold test 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Fixed threshold test 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Fixed threshold test 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Fixed threshold test 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
SNR = 20 dB 
Figure 26: PD and PFA versus INR for fixed-threshold test (SNR = 5, 10, 15, 20 dB, baseline PFA = 10
−8)
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Fixed threshold test 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Fixed threshold test 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Fixed threshold test 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Fixed threshold test 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
SNR = 20 dB 
Figure 27: PD and PFA versus INR for fixed threshold test (SNR = 5, 10, 15, 20 dB, baseline PFA = 10
−12)
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5.2 Cell-averaging adaptive-threshold test with “fast,” Gaussian interference
(p = 1, α→∞)










































Detection performance vs. INR 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference i.i.d. across cells 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference i.i.d. across cells 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
SNR = 20 dB 
Figure 28: PD and PFA versus INR for cell-averaging processor with “fast” interference (SNR = 5, 10, 15,
20 dB, baseline PFA = 10
−4)
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Detection performance vs. INR 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference i.i.d. across cells 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
SNR = 20 dB 
Figure 29: PD and PFA versus INR for cell-averaging processor with “fast” interference (SNR = 5, 10, 15,
20 dB, baseline PFA = 10
−8)
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Detection performance vs. INR 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference i.i.d. across cells 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
SNR = 20 dB 
Figure 30: PD and PFA versus INR for cell-averaging processor with “fast” interference (SNR = 5, 10, 15,
20 dB, baseline PFA = 10
−12)
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5.3 Cell-averaging adaptive-threshold test with “slow,” Gaussian interference
(p = 1, α→∞)





































Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference constant across cells 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference constant across cells 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference constant across cells 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference constant across cells 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
SNR = 20 dB 
Figure 31: PD and PFA versus INR for cell-averaging processor with “slow” interference (SNR = 5, 10, 15,
20 dB, baseline PFA = 10
−4)
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference constant across cells 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference constant across cells 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference constant across cells 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference constant across cells 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
SNR = 20 dB 
Figure 32: PD and PFA versus INR for cell-averaging processor with “slow” interference (SNR = 5, 10, 15,
20 dB, baseline PFA = 10
−8)
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Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference constant across cells 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
SNR = 5 dB 


































Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference constant across cells 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
SNR = 10 dB 































Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference constant across cells 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
SNR = 15 dB 





































Detection performance vs. INR 
Cell-averaging processor, 32 cells 
Interference constant across cells 
Interf. pdf shape: p=1, alpha=inf 
SNR = 20 dB 
Figure 33: PD and PFA versus INR for cell-averaging processor with “slow” interference (SNR = 5, 10, 15,
20 dB, baseline PFA = 10
−12)
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